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Abstract 
 
    Nowadays, in the quick development of science and technology, human life is getting more 

and more modern convenient with machines. Especially, computers and the internet are the major 

factors that help people connect together by storing, sharing, and searching for knowledge 

information in any domain.  However, most of this information is written in unstructured data 

using human natural language, which is hard for logical searching as well as retrieval the 

meaningful information given complex questions. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the 

Semantic Parsing task in Natural Language Processing (NLP) that map a natural language sentence 

to machine-understandable information representation. In the developing history of this task, there 

are many kinds of semantic representations have been introduced and developed such as logical 

form, semantic frame, semantic graph, etc.   

In this thesis, we introduce the effective methods using the neural network to solve the 

Semantic Parsing task. We focus on two kinds of widely used logic representations, logical form, 

and semantic frame as well as the issues of these semantic schemes. To this end, we propose the 

potential approaches to deal with the challenges of Semantic Parsing task, and present powerful 

methods for this tasks in the legal domain.  

The first challenge we targeted is the local context integration in Semantic Parser.  Inspired 

by grammar-based methods, the semantic representation of a sentence is the combination of sub-

meaning representation generated by phrases in a sentence. Besides, the current state-of-the-art 

models using Transformer adapted from Neural Machine Translation task do not have components 

modeling phrase information.  Therefore, we propose the Phrase Transformer - a new architecture 

incorporating representation of phrase via n-gram chunking into Self-Attention mechanism of the 

original Transformer. Our experimental results show that the proposed model works effectively 

and beat the original Transformer by utilizing local context features better.  

The second issue we explored is the class imbalance in logical representation using 

semantic frames.  The significant difference between the majority and minority classes causes the 

semantic parsing model confused in minority classes recognition. The observations on well-known 

datasets show that this problem is highly critical, special among Slot classes. To deal with this 

problem, we propose the Classify Anonymous Entities (CAE) mechanism by using multitask joint-



learning to split the conventional Slot Filling task into two sub-task: detect anonymous entity by 

sequence tagging and classify recognized anonymous entities tasks. 

Finally, we focus on constructing the semantic parser in the legal domain. The main 

challenges relate to the length and content of legal documents containing complex constraints 

about the conditions of articles. Besides, the limited annotated semantic parsing data also is a 

difficulty in this domain. Based on the DAPRECO Knowledge Base (KB), we firstly re-construct 

the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) Semantic Parsing dataset mapping a GDPR article 

points into its expression in DAPRECO KB. We also implement a Semantic Parser on this data 

and propose two mechanisms: Sub-expression intersection and Predicate REtrieval & Sub-

Expression Generation (PRESEG) to deal with the problems in the legal domain.   

To summarize, our study is centered on dealing with fundamental problems to model 

Semantic Parser using a deep learning approach and adapting to the legal domain. The 

experimental results and detailed analysis proved the effectiveness of the proposed methods as 

well as the potential for domain adaptation. Despite the experiments being conducted on limited 

kinds of semantic schemes, the proposed models and solution ideas have the potential to be widely 

applied to other types of semantic representations or to various tasks in NLP in futher research. 
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